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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. 229 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.THE SUGAR
SYNDROME In The Sugar Syndrome author Roberts takes us to the seductive world of Sugaring. A
place that promises that if, I m rich and you re hot, a mutually beneficial trade may be made. But
things are never quite that simple, as many young Sugar Babies seek not only to enter into mutually
beneficial Arrangements, some have even more extreme desires. And then there are the dangerous
predators who lurk unseen. An up to the minute erotic thriller set in the age of the internet. A story
of obsession, madness, and forbidden passions. The story moves from the Movie Studio s of
Hollywood to the lavish Swingers clubs of Paris, and then unfolds in modern day NYC where we find
Jack Steele a broken man, a shadow of his former Academy award winning screen writer self.
Whilst researching his next project Jack comes in contact with a very beautiful 17 year old Sugar
Baby named Caroline who tells him she has certain sexual fetishes she needs to act out. With the
help...
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Reviews
These sorts of book is the perfect book accessible. It is amongst the most amazing book i have got read. I found out this ebook from my i and dad advised
this book to find out.
-- Mr. Mustafa Sanford IV
This composed pdf is excellent. It really is basic but excitement in the 50 % in the book. Your lifestyle span will likely be change when you comprehensive
looking at this book.
-- Tom Fisher
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